Marlec Offers for ARC Participants

As ARC sponsors for renewable energy charging systems we are delighted to hear from participants ready to discuss their onboard energy needs.

You may have seen us at the ARC seminar or even at the Boat Show, we have experienced staff who can help review your energy needs and discuss how best to keep those batteries topped up!

Let us help plan your journey of a lifetime with comfort, safety and cool drinks in mind!

... In addition, let us know you are an ARC participant we will discount your order by 10%.

Rutland Windchargers

Used the world over and most noted for their good performance from low windspeeds. Quiet and almost continuously keep on charging.........

Solar Energy On Board

Our ranges of glass and semi-flexible solar panels are selected by us based on over 20 years of solar energy experience. We look for efficiency, robustness, simplicity to fit on board and we like their smart appearance too.

Our knowledge and understanding of ARC participants needs is well understood so our team of solar and wind experts look forward to hearing from you soon.

For detailed information visit www.marlec.co.uk or call us on 01536 201588